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“A hero is an ordinary individual who finds the strength to

persevere and endure in spite of overwhelming obstacles.” –

Christopher Reeve

n the case of the rhino, the obstacles have never seemed

greater and the fight more overwhelming – and the reality is

that we are running out of time. However, some people who

have stepped up to the plate when everyone else, myself

included, has lost hope.

And so it came to be that my negative attitude and I were thrust

alongside these everyday heroes that continue to persevere. I was in

South Africa’s Kruger National Park witnessing a rhino darting

operation, alongside SANParks Honorary Rangers, anti-poaching

rangers and the amazing team from Rhino Tears wines. The heroes

surrounding me were working on behalf of the rhino – vets and

rangers on a selfless mission to save a species under threat. A

microchip was being placed in her horn so that, should it be

discovered – in a crate on a plane, as a bracelet in China or waiting to

be ground to a powder in a backstreet in Vietnam – that specific

rhino horn can be traced back to its African home.

The first time we spotted the rhino, she was running as fast as she

could. The new shoots turned to dust under her feet as the false

promise of rain hung in the air yet again and the wide African skies

echoed her desire to escape. The world went quiet, my heartbeat

drummed a tune to the rhythm of her feet that stirred up the earth

http://www.sanparksvolunteers.org/
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with every heavy footstep. Then the helicopter, the source of her fear,

bore down on her and I suspect she instinctively knew that humans

were to be feared. Then she collpased as the drug from the dart took

effect; a great icon reduced to a pile of grey slumbering limbs.

The dart starts to take effect and the rhino lies down ©Ravi Gajjar for

Rhino Tears

http://www.rhinotears.co.za/age-gateway/


Metres away in a world removed, tourists sat in the less than 4% of

the park that is open to the public, watching giraffe gallop across the

plains, drinking their sundowners in symmetry with elephants

quenching their thirst at waterholes, or falling asleep to the cackle of

hyenas as they bicker into the night. And the thing that is so easy to

forget while on safari in ‘the greatest place on Earth’ is that while we

sleep in our beds in the park, there are poachers somewhere in that

vast wilderness and a ranger with a working dog, hot on their heels,

who lives in the knowledge that he might have to give up his life for a

cause bigger than himself.

And if you don’t believe in heroes, then you have obviously never met

these men and women. When they started off their careers as

rangers, vets and guides, most of them never dreamed they would be

fighting a full-blown war where their lives and the livelihoods of

The successful Mokhohlolo camp that is organised by the SANParks

Honorary Rangers chairperson, John Turner, to raise funds for anti-

poaching efforts ©Janine Avery



their families would be caught in the crossfire. It’s hard for me to

understand why they carry on in the face of such adversity, but they

have most certainly risen to the challenge, and they need our

support.

Vets and rangers place a microchip in the rhino’s horn ©Ravi Gajjar for

Rhino Tears

http://www.rhinotears.co.za/age-gateway/


Kruger’s rangers head off to fight another day ©Ravi Gajjar for Rhino

Tears

http://www.rhinotears.co.za/age-gateway/
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There is far more to the fight against rhino poaching than I could

ever hope to cover here, and its red fingers stretch much further than

our beloved Kruger. However, it’s no news that Kruger has been hit

the hardest and, as home to 74% of the remaining population of

African rhinos, the focus on anti-poaching efforts clearly sits with

South Africa’s flagship national park. In certain parts of Kruger there

are more rhino per square kilometre than anywhere else in the

world, and its sheer size means that poachers have the tactical

advantage.

Unfortunately rhino poaching activities are on the increase in

Kruger. It is believed that about nine poaching groups have been

FACTS OF THE FIGHT
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operating within the park on any given day this year. This is in

comparison to an average of seven per day in 2015. Thankfully

though, the number of poached carcasses has actually dropped by

23%, which is testament to the great work that is being done in the

field. South Africa as a whole has also seen a small drop in the

number of total rhinos poached in the past year or so. This all serves

to highlight that the people fighting this battle have achieved a

notable amount, even though they may not yet be winning the war.

Some people may have contested the recent statistics but the fact

remains that, without the guys on the ground, it doesn’t bear

thinking what the loss in rhinos could be. In the words of Xolani

Nicholus Funda, chief ranger at Kruger National Park: “This is not a

miracle, it’s the rangers”.

Since the beginning of this year, and at the time of writing, 206

poachers have been arrested in South Africa and, of those that have

seen trial, courts have achieved a final conviction rate of 78%. Certain

local courts have realised that fines are no longer considered a

deterrence, as these can be easily paid by organised crime syndicates,

so there is a move towards harsher jail sentences. Although

a shocking amount of accused perpetrators still don’t ever get taken

to court, some of those who do now face between 18 and 30 years

imprisonment for rhino horn and unlicensed fire arm possession,

and this is largely thanks to Kruger’s own Environmental Crime

Investigations unit. And while the road ahead is long, every small

success still merits recognition.



 

To discover what is working in the fight to save our

rhinos, continue reading below the advert

The rhino recovers after the effects of the sedative have worn off ©Ravi

Gajjar for Rhino Tears

http://www.rhinotears.co.za/age-gateway/
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SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES

The park’s anti-poaching strategy has come on in leaps and

bounds in recent years. In comparison to 1994, when the park only

had a two-man anti-poaching unit, there are now boots on the

ground, eyes in the sky and dogs following poachers from all sides.

It is easy as a visitor to get disheartened. I have read reports of

clashes; I have heard gunshots while out on a game drive in the

Greater Kruger and seen anti-poaching rangers subsequently spring

into action; I have had my car searched by dogs at the gate and seen

helicopters flying overhead. However, it is important to remember

that these are all actually positive signs that people are pulling out all

the stops to protect our heritage.

Some time ago Kruger split the park into 22 sections, which included

an Intensive Protection Zone in the south of the park to protect the

high density of rhinos in this region. As a result of the strategy’s

success, it is being expanded to other national parks and reserves.

With regards to Kruger’s canine unit, three types of working dogs

have now been deployed in the park –  tracking dogs that are

responsible for following poacher’s spoor and scents, sniffer dogs

that are used at entry points as early warning systems for

ammunitions and the possession of wildlife parts, and finally the

more aggressive attack dogs. The park also has a number of

helicopters and fixed wing aircraft, and the four helicopter teams

are currently doing around 12-15 missions a day.



Surveying the vast terrain of Kruger National Park from a helicopter

©Janine Avery

A rhino’s best friend ©Ravi Gajjar for Rhino Tears

http://www.rhinotears.co.za/age-gateway/


The teams in the Greater Kruger area have never worked as closely as

they do today against their common enemy. The private concessions

adjacent to Kruger National Park often have greater funding, and

their efforts in the form of drones and GPS technology help to benefit

the national park. According to Edna Molewa, the Environmental

Affairs and Tourism Minister: “From these concessions, initiatives

have emerged that have begun to shift the mindset of the youth and

communities towards protecting our rhino.” Trust between all

involved parties is key, and collaboration also includes strategic

approaches with regards to local farms, businesses, and urban and

rural areas surrounding the parks, as well as the Mozambique

concessions and authorities. It is these collaborative processes that

https://www.porini.com/special-offers/great-migration-offers/rhino-and-migration-safari/


will lead to the dismantling of the complex organised crime

syndicates involved in wildlife trafficking.

Translocations of rhinos, both within and across park boundaries,

have also seen some success in the broader plan to ensure the safety

of our rhinos. Furthermore, the discovery of increasing numbers of

orphaned rhinos within the park has created additional

requirements. Kruger National Park has started a ‘surrogate

programme’ where young adult females are encouraged to care for

the abandoned babies – and the 20 orphans currently under their

care seem resilient in their determination to survive the ordeal. A

number of privately run treatment and rehabilitation centres for

orphaned and injured rhinos are also providing tremendous

assistance to conserving this treasured species. In the words of Edna

Molewa: “The reintroduction of these young rhinos is vital to re-

establishing the rhino populations affected by poaching.”

Eyes in the sky keep a watch for poachers ©Janine Avery



To find out what the role of a ranger involves, continue

reading below the advert

THE ROLE OF A RANGER

However, all of this entails a lot of hard work. It is easy to forget

when faced with the gruesome realities of the rhino war that there is

more to a ranger’s job than just rhinos. And while the work of the

Kruger rangers is nowadays primarily focused on anti-poaching

activities, their positions are still multifaceted. They have to disarm

snares, be involved in general maintenance and management,

respond to animals that have escaped or sustained injuries and deal

with other species that are being poached in the park – such as

pangolins, antelopes, vultures, lions and elephants. While we were

there and focused on darting rhinos, Neels van Wyk, the section

ranger of Crocodile Bridge, had to simultaneously deal with a

situation in which two cheetah had been darted on a private sugar

cane farm more than 30km outside of the park. The cheetah were

then relocated to the park – an activity that took most of the day and

night, and required just as much effort from that dedicated team as

http://www.gunsandammunition.co.za/index.php/products/optics/spotting-scopes/leupold-kenai-30x-25-60x80-hd-kit-64305-detail


we would expect them to accord to rhinos.

Kruger’s ecosystem is home to a myriad of wildlife ©Janine Avery

A ranger’s survival kit ©Ravi Gajjar for Rhino Tears

http://www.rhinotears.co.za/age-gateway/


Separated from loved ones, rangers can easily suffer from burnout.

The simplest of things – such as having a good cellphone signal to

chat with family after a tough day, or a psychologist to confide

in after a violent incident in the bush – are vitally important to our

rangers’ overall wellbeing. With the introduction of Project Embrace

and Project Relax, Major General Johan Jooste and his wife aim to

ensure that rangers stay motivated and appreciated. Some of South

Africa’s other heroes are also showing their support for the rangers in

this manner. The soccer stars of Mpumalanga Black Aces have a

mascot that promotes the importance of conservation in local

communities. This fun way of educating both children and adults on

the impact of rhino poaching in communities surrounding game

reserves might just be an answer to one of the biggest challenges at

the heart of the issue. The club also treats the rangers as VIPs at their

games, while donating ZAR10,000 for every game won to the Stop

Rhino Poaching organisation, which channels all of the money into

tangible projects.

These inspiring ideas all serve to highlight that we need to work

together – as NGOs, scientists and researchers, private and

government rhino owners and custodians, volunteers and passionate

bush lovers. We need to put our heads together and put an end to the

senseless infighting about strategy, and instead celebrate the

achievements across the board. We need to realise that we are all on

the same side and shout collectively so that the crime syndicates hear

our message.

http://beta.stoprhinopoaching.org/pages.aspx?pagename=acetherhino
http://www.stoprhinopoaching.com/
http://www.stoprhinopoaching.com/


To find out how you can show your support, continue

reading below the advert

SO WHAT CAN YOU DO TO HELP?

Kruger’s chief ranger, Nicholus Funda, shares a private moment with

John Turner, the chairperson of SANParks Honorary Rangers ©Janine

Avery

http://www.amakhosi.com/


My favourite, and perhaps the easiest way to save rhinos, is to drink

wine! There’s no excuse when it comes to Rhino

Tears because ZAR15 from every bottle of their easy drinking wines

is donated to the SANParks Honorary Rangers and is used for anti-

poaching projects within South Africa’s national parks. The range

includes a tasty red blend made from shiraz, cabernet sauvignon and

pinotage grapes, a light and fruity chenin blanc and a sweet rosé. But

wait, there’s more! With the purchase of a bottle of wine you can also

win great prizes including camping gear, dinner vouchers, bush trips

and hotel accommodation. All you need to do is purchase a bottle,

SMS “Rhino”, the first six digits of your ID and your name to 31013.

And for those of you that don’t drink, you can make a donation via

http://www.rhinotears.co.za/
http://www.rhinotears.co.za/
http://www.sanparksvolunteers.org/
http://www.wildfrontiers.com/


the Rhino Tears SMS donation line. SMS the word Rhino to 38730

and ZAR10 will be collected for the campaign. Drink wine, save a

rhino – go on, you know you want to.

One of the best things you can also do is to visit our national parks,

which need your support. Sadly only three of South Africa’s national

parks turn a profit and the funds that the government gives to the

organisation barely cover 20% of what is needed. We, as South

Africans, can’t afford to lose our parks, so appreciate your national

heritage by visiting a national park near you and take some time out

at these beautiful destinations – you won’t be disappointed. To

receive updates with regards to some awesome birding, stargazing

and camping weekends within the various parks, be sure to follow

the SANParks Honorary Rangers Facebook page.

Donate to the SANParks Honorary Rangers and support counter-

poaching activities in South Africa’s national parks. SANParks

A rosé for rhinos ©Ravi Gajjar for Rhino Tears

https://www.facebook.com/SANParks-Honorary-Rangers-372270499455165/?fref=ts
https://www.givengain.com/cause/2552/campaigns/9232/
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Honorary Rangers are the official SANParks volunteer organisation,

which provides fundraising support to all of our national parks and

conservation efforts. Without these guys fighting for the future, we’ll

never get to see our children’s faces light up after seeing a rhino.

Don’t underestimate any contribution you make, as every little bit

adds up to buy the things that every ranger needs, such as radios, bug

repellant, socks and survival straws.

Support ranger wellness and show our heroes that you appreciate

them putting their lives on the line each day. Previous efforts have

included supplying rangers with Christmas gift boxes, providing

support for rangers to participate in events such as the London

Marathon, and organising getaways for rangers and their families.

Have an idea how to show our rangers that you care? Contact Stop

Rhino Poaching via email.

Above all, these guys need our respect and our support. It’s not fair

to expect them to spend hours or days on the tracks of poachers to

come back and be told on social media that nothing is being done to

protect our rhino or that they are incompetent. We need to stand

behind them, and our gratitude is a vital component in helping them

to fight another poacher and survive another day.

mailto:info@stoprhinopoaching.com


The latest technology makes all the difference ©Ravi Gajjar for Rhino

Tears

A sunset safari in the Kruger ©Ravi Gajjar for Rhino Tears
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When it comes to the fight against rhino poaching, there are

simply too many heroes to mention. They take the form of guides,

researchers, vets, rangers and volunteers, and each one is a true

warrior in a relentless battle to save our natural heritage.

Rangers for Rhinos
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   On a recent trip to Kruger, sponsored by Rhino Tears wine, I was

lucky to brush shoulders with some of these eco-warriors while

they gave us a glimpse behind the scenes. I was introduced to the

park’s canine unit, learnt a bit more about the various teams on

the ground, and we even darted a rhino in order to microchip her

horn and take statistical data. The following gallery showcases just

some of the faces that left a lasting impression on me. These

people are humbling beacons of conservation and the lights that

keep shining at the end of what appears to be a dark tunnel. There

are many more where they came from, and we hope that even

more will be inspired to walk in their footsteps.

   

To read more about what is happening on the ground when it

comes to tackling rhino poaching, and how you can help, read:

Who’s protecting our rhino?

http://www.rhinotears.co.za/age-gateway/
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A group photo at Mokhohlolo camp ©Ravi Gajjar, Rhino Tears

This gallery was compiled by Africa Geographic’s general manager,

Janine Avery. Janine met the inspiring men and women featured

here while staying at Mokhohlolo camp, which is organised by the

SANParks Honorary Rangers to give Kruger lovers a look behind

Rangers for Rhinos
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the scenes at their favourite park, while contributing financially to

the cause.

   The stay involved bush walks alongside passionate field guides in

the lesser explored areas of Kruger National Park, an exploration

into the sides of the park not normally open to the public, and the

opportunity to observe the hard work done every day by the

rangers and vets you have met in the last few slides. The camp lets

like-minded people come together to discuss the issues facing the

park, and it often results in pledges being made for specific

projects - especially after an inspiring drink or two around the

communal campfire.

   The non-permanent Mokhohlolo camp is booked out as a group

and accommodates 20 guests. Enquiries can be made by emailing

John Turner. The trip was sponsored by Rhino Tears wines, which

donates proceeds from every bottle sold to rhino anti-poaching

efforts. Learn more about the great work this wine is doing to save

rhinos on their Facebook page.

mailto:johnturn@iafrica.com
mailto:johnturn@iafrica.com
https://www.facebook.com/rhinotearswine/?fref=ts
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Xolani Nicholus Funda – the main man ©Ravi Gajjar, Rhino

Tears

As the newly-appointed head of ranger services, Xolani Nicholus

Funda has brought some fresh blood and a renewed fire to this

dedicated team of more than 700 individuals. He has a sense of

Rangers for Rhinos
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community and the bigger picture that not only demonstrates his

vast wisdom and know-how, but also his compassion for the real

heart of this issue. After working as a ranger in his early years, Mr

Funda went on to a become a lecturer at the University of

Tshwane under the department of nature conservation where he

worked for seven years. Apart from his conservation experience,

he holds a master’s degree in environmental management from the

University of Free State.

   

A quote from the man in charge: “Poverty is a serious threat to

conservation and natural resources, and if we don’t deal with that,

we cannot combat the poaching issue.”
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Neels Van Wyk – a revered leader ©Ravi Gajjar, Rhino

Tears

Never have I met a man more dedicated to his position than Neels

van Wyk. You can see that his title as Crocodile Bridge section

ranger is so much more than a job to him. He commands respect

Rangers for Rhinos
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and he deserves it. Despite taking the lead in what can only be a

heavily taxing role, Neels still had the time to sit down with us and

explain the trials and tribulations of his day job. This turns out not

to be a day job at all but instead a round-the-clock passion that

sees him on his toes chasing poachers, relocating big cats,

managing a team of rangers in an intensive poaching zone, and

calmly trying to explain the needs of the park to pestering

journalists - all at the same time.

http://www.wildfrontiers.com/
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Brad Grafton – Kruger’s eye in the sky ©Ravi Gajjar, Rhino

Tears

Brad Grafton is the new kid on the block when it comes to Kruger’s

air services. Brad comes from a military background and his skills

bring an interesting perspective to the party - a clear indicator of

Rangers for Rhinos
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what Kruger’s rangers are up against. Despite a demanding

schedule that sometimes sees him running four or five aerial

missions a day, Brad always seemed to have a smile on his face.

His sheer enjoyment and fascination for his job was evident when

he took us up in his helicopter for a quick spin. This helicopter

pilot is clearly loving life in the bush, and I can definitely say that

the views he gets to experience each day are worth fighting for.

http://www.wildfrontiers.com/
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Those who shall not be named ©Ravi Gajjar, Rhino Tears

My favourite ranger of all, a bloodhound-doberman cross and a

relatively new addition to the team, stands next to his

accomplished handler. Responsible for eight poacher arrests in just

three weeks, the dog pictured here is born to track and is so good

Rangers for Rhinos
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at his job that he can follow the scent of a poacher for 20

kilometres. His badass handler is beside him every gruelling step

of the way, keeping control while putting his life on the line. His

handler’s face cannot be shown due to the potential for threats on

his life and family.

https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/
https://www.google.com/chrome/
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Bruce Leslie – a formidable defence ©Ravi Gajjar, Rhino

Tears

Bruce Leslie is head of the special rangers unit – this is where it

gets real. He says his best recruits are young men that have grown

up in the bush, fending for themselves by means of cane rat traps

Rangers for Rhinos
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and rudimentary snares, and now use those skills to ‘get into’ the

minds of poachers. Believe it or not, that 23kg backpack in the

picture is stuffed full of mosquito repellant, sheets, food, water,

drinking straws, sleeping bags, satellite phones, and night vision

binos, amongst other nifty tricks. This pack allows his patrols to

sleep out in the bush for a week at a time – a necessity when hot

on the heels of rhino poachers.

   His men and their security are of paramount importance to

Bruce and he is constantly looking for the best ways and

innovative technologies to keep them safe as they go out into the

bush to track poachers. He also makes a mean fire from just a

bullet casing and a piece of wire – if you ever are lucky enough to

meet him, ask him to show you.
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John Turner – the fundraising father-figure ©Ravi Gajjar,

Rhino Tears

The SANParks Honorary Rangers Counter Poaching and Ranger

Support Services National Project is chaired by the legendary John

Turner. John’s primary concern is to raise funds to support the

Rangers for Rhinos
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anti-poaching units with the necessary equipment through the

Honorary Rangers. All monies raised by the Honorary Rangers go

directly to the cause and are not redirected into admin fees or

hidden costs – a responsibility John takes very seriously and a

feather he can wear in his hat with pride.

   Some of his most successful fundraising initiatives include sunset

serenades at Letaba and Mopani and the introduction of annual

Mokhohlolo camps in which lucky visitors are given a glimpse into

the behind-the-scenes efforts of the rangers. It was on one of these

camps that I was introduced to John and where I came to see him

as the father figure who clearly sees each of the rangers as his

children – with every one finding a special place in his big heart.

https://www.givengain.com/cause/2552/campaigns/9232/
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Craig Williams and Badger – a rhino’s best friends ©Ravi

Gajjar, Rhino Tears

Craig Williams is a relatively new addition to Kruger’s team of 22

section rangers. He unfortunately had to take over a messy wake

after his former section ranger at Lower Sabie was arrested, along

Rangers for Rhinos
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with two others, for rhino poaching – evidence of just how

tempting this illict trade is. But Craig is definitely up for the job –

he comes from Mountain Zebra National Park where he picked up

a Frontier Shield award for bravery for his quick thinking in June

2012 when he managed to save his colleagues from a charging

black rhino. Dog Badger at his side is a unique bluetick and, while

he may look like the ultimate sweetheart with that lolling tongue

and loveable demeanor, Badger is actually a lean, mean tracking

machine.

   

For Craig, working in the Kruger with Badger at his side has

always been a dream, and in his words, “It is a privileage and

honour to do what we do.”
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John Hooper - a warrior with wine ©Ravi Gajjar, Rhino Tears

John Hooper of Klapmunts-based wine cellar Mt Vernon Wines

may be a businessman and winemaker but his passion for rhinos

hits all the right notes. The idea for Rhino Tears - a wine that could

raise money for anti-poaching efforts - was borne around a dinner
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table in Hoedspruit when John decided that he could marry his

love for wine with his passion for the bushveld. From every bottle

of his Rhino Tears wine - be it the chenin, red blend, or rose -

ZAR15 goes directly to the SANParks Honorary Rangers and helps

in the fight for our rhinos. And in its first year and a half, John has

already been instrumental in raising more than ZAR700,000 for

the cause.

   

A quote from John: “The anti-poaching war is expensive and the

men and women involved need all the help they can get against a

ruthless enemy.”

http://www.sanparksvolunteers.org/
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Tebogo Manamela – a strong woman ©Ravi Gajjar, Rhino

Tears

A feminine face in a man’s world – but no less hardcore. It was

clear from the outset that Tebogo is deeply passionate, committed

and humble. As an outsider looking on, you could see she was
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eager to learn, but she also easily held her own and demanded

respect from a team of manly green. She was the right-hand

woman to head vet Markus Hofmeyr and she diligently went about

her work with the utmost grace, taking blood samples and doing

the necessary checks on the rhino that we darted. The guys expect

big things from her and I have no doubt she will live up to the

challenge.

https://www.mozilla.org/firefox/
http://www.jacislodges.co.za/safari/south-african-childrens-photographic-safaris-with-andrew-aveley
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Patrick Tembe – a sentry in a world of chaos ©Ravi Gajjar,

Rhino Tears

Standing next to Patrick while his colleagues rallied around the

darted rhino, taking samples and measurements, was like standing

in the eye of the storm. As one of the first on the scene, his job was
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to make sure the rhino was safe and secure and that her

movements were limited – ensuring the safety too of the vets that

crowded around her. As the hustle and bustle ensued all around

him, Patrick stood firm in his duty. He demurely smiled at the

camera, blushing at being the centre of attention, while keeping a

trained, watchful eye on the rhino and the scene behind him. That

rhino had 100% of his focus and I have no doubt she was safe in

his hands.

http://www.jacislodges.co.za/safari/south-african-childrens-photographic-safaris-with-andrew-aveley
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Jaco Buys – a guide with a plan ©Ravi Gajjar, Rhino Tears

Jaco was one of our guides for our Kruger trip and I think it’s safe

to say that his strong sense of humour is matched only by his vast

bush knowledge. I can attest firsthand that if you are ever charged

by an elephant, Jaco is the man you want out in front of you. As a
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Level 3 trails guide, trainer and assesor, Jaco also has experience

in safari management services and the management of private

lodges, and he was recently selected as one of the top six in the

Safari Guide of the Year 2016 competition. His utter passion and

dedication for his job extends above and beyond the call of duty

and he has even started his own campaign, challenging Kruger

fans to get involved in the fight to save our rhinos by sponsoring a

dog for the park’s canine unit. You can read more about his

initiative here.

   

A quote from Jaco: “I believe that as South Africans we can be

better, we can affect change positively and we can channel our

energies positively.”

http://africageographic.com/blog/guides-initiative-to-help-krugers-anti-poaching-dog-unit/
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Frik Rossouw – the no-nonsense investigator ©Ravi Gajjar,

Rhino Tears

The serious and dependable Frik Rossouw cuts to the chase and, as

the senior investigator at the Environmental Crime Investigations

unit in Kruger, one can see where his firm hand comes from. The
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unit he runs is responsible for the analysis of rhino poaching crime

scenes, forensics, evidence interpretation, investigations (both re-

active and pro-active) and cross border liasons. He works with

dedicated prosecutors, and him and his team have been

responsible for some serious arrests, particularly in recent months.

His role is to make sure that poachers don’t do it again or never

get a chance in the first place. And he had me quivering in my

boots!

   

A message from Frik: "Our strategy and commitment is beginning

to bear fruit, the poachers are increasingly becoming

unsuccessful."
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Markus Hofmeyr – more than your average vet ©Ravi Gajjar,

Rhino Tears

Dr Markus Hofmeyr is the head of SANPark’s Veterinary Wildlife

Services – a job he takes very seriously. He has a rich background

in veterinary work and played a part in setting up the gorgeous
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Madikwe Game Reserve. While his job may sound like a dream

come true, with great things comes great responsibility – he

literally holds the life of the park’s wildlife in his hands. His work

includes rhino translocations, establishment of new techniques

and best practices, monitoring of animal populations in the

Kruger-Limpopo Transfrontier Conservation Area and operational

management. His eternal optimism must be what sees him

through each day as he no doubt witnesses the worst of the worst.

   

In the words of the brave Markus Hofmeyr: “We are not at the

point of no return (and) can still see a turnaround in South

Africa.”
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After reviewing almost 10,000 entries to the Africa Geographic

Photographer of the Year 2016 competition, brought to you by

Canon and Cape Union Mart, and narrowing those down to just 15

finalists, the time has come for our panel of judges to choose the

winners for each of the competition categories - travel/scenic,

traditional culture, and wildlife.

   This has been no easy feat and there has been a great deal of

deliberation as to which photographers have pushed the limits and

their camera settings to capture the spirit of Africa through the

lens. A Canon EOS 70D Body and 18-135 IS STM Kit is ready and

waiting for the overall winner next week, who can use it to take
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more fantastic photos in Mozambique while they're being

pampered for five nights at Anantara Medjumbe Island Resort,

just a short inclusive Airlink flight away from Johannesburg.

   And all is not lost for the two runners-up either, as they will have

two nights to recover from all of the excitement at either Tintswalo

Atlantic in Cape Town or African Luxury Hideaways’ Elephant’s

Eye in Hwange.

   

Meanwhile, more than 200,000 votes have been cast by our

Facebook community over the past few months to help to decide

which photo will qualify as the "most popular" for each category.

The overall audience favourite will be announced next week, and

the winner of this coveted title will be heading off to iSimangaliso

Wetland Park to spend three nights at Mseni Lodge in Sodwana

Bay. They will also have the chance to go turtling with Ufudu tours

for two of those nights, and will enjoy an excursion to the nearby

uMkhuze section for a game viewing experience during their stay.

   

So click on the 'Next' button above each image to not only find out

the category finalists for this year's competition, but also to

discover which three category images have been the "most

popular" - as voted by you! We are also delighted to start giving

away prizes as ALL SIX of these category finalists have won a

Wildlife Photographic Course from Big 5 Photos at the value of

ZAR1,500 each. The fun starts now!

   

Stay tuned for the overall winner and the audience favourite,

which will be announced on Friday, 27th May. Who will be

crowned Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2016?!

http://africageo.com/4939
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MOST POPULAR TRADITIONAL CUTURE PHOTO

Photographer Kegan Ochieng' Ogaga captured this popular

portrait in Nairobi, which has received a lot of love from around

the continent. One person even requested to use the image for a

sculpture, and another person said that it was "such a great shot.

I'd give a million likes if I could!"
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WINNER OF THE WILDLIFE CATEGORY

Photographer William Walldén describes this encounter in the

Serengeti National Park, Tanzania

I was enjoying a week-long safari with my parents in Tanzania and

by the second to last day we'd almost given up hope of seeing a
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southern ground hornbill, which is listed as Vulnerable by the

IUCN. But then suddenly we saw one, and it stopped in its tracks

in front of us.

   I took some photos then looked around just in time to see

another one capture a little hare. The bird then walked away and

smashed its prey against the ground to kill it. It then looked back

at us for a brief second and that's when I took this shot before it

moved on again. I looked down at my camera screen and felt very

excited at the result and the privilege of seeing this bird do

something like this.

http://www.canon.co.za/for_home/product_finder/cameras/ef_lenses/zoom/
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MOST POPULAR TRAVEL/SCENIC PHOTO

Photographers have travelled far and wide to capture the

incredible landscapes of our fair continent. And this one, taken in
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Tanzania's Mikumi National Park by Jessica Ulysses Grant, went

down particularly well with our audience, which liked it 1,382

times.

   Perhaps it's because it made so many people wish they were there

or maybe it's because it managed to capture a moment in the

wilderness so wonderfully. Whatever your reasons for loving this

photo, here is some of the positive feedback that members of our

audience offered:

   

Angela Lee: "This is absolutely beautiful ♥ the sky colours, the sun

giving the plains and hills a golden glow, and the Acacia tree... I

wish I was there!"

   

Tara Ann Ford: "Gorgeous... truly breathtaking!"

   

Glenda Albertson: "What a great photograph... the clouds, the sun,

the grasslands, the trees and the mountains in the distance

captured so beautifully!!!"

http://africageo.com/4976
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WINNER OF THE TRAVEL/SCENIC CATEGORY

Photographer Trevor Cole gives us a bit of background as to how

he took this shot in Dallol, Ethiopia

The image was shot as the sun was going down to enhance its

warmth and provide a few contrasts. I chose a wide angle lens and
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a small aperture to ensure a good depth of field and appropriate

sharpness. The shot was also taken from a low angle to enhance

the foreground features.

   The Dallol sulphur fields are very remote and the area is

politically sensitive, as Eritrea is a short distance away. We were

accompanied by the military and they very kindly allowed us to

stay until the sun was low in the sky. The sulphur fields lie on top

of the Dallol Volcano, and the intense colouration is due to the

hydrothermal activity close to the surface and the subsequent

mineralisation. This is the lowest point on the African continent

and it is also the hottest place on Earth.

http://www.canon.co.za/for_home/product_finder/cameras/ef_lenses/zoom/
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MOST POPULAR WILDLIFE PHOTO

A whopping 13,872 people have liked this illusion captured in the

Namib Desert by Gal Zanir, and 1,251 people have shared it across
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Facebook!

   It has received 424 comments - all of which follow a very clear

thread along the lines of: "The most ingenious photo in the

album!!" Or: "Absolutely fantastic. The best I have seen lately!"

And: "Wow!!!! It's beautifully amazing, I am falling in love with it."

http://africageo.com/4975
http://www.wildfrontiers.com/
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WINNER OF THE TRADITIONAL CULTURE CATEGORY

Photographer Robin Stuart describes the situation leading up to

this incredible shot taken in the Maasai Mara National Reserve,

Kenya
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The main inspiration behind the shot came from hearing that the

Maasai were semi-nomadic and used the stars to navigate. This

struck a major chord with me. Having just started

astrophotography, I had to capture this idea in a image, knowing

that something like it had probably not been captured before, as

astrophotography is a relatively new photographic genre,

especially here in Africa.

   Right up until the day, I had not planned to capture the moment

with a father and his son, but knew I wanted a shot with a Maasai

warrior in the setting of his home. The idea to include a child with

his father came when we were waiting for the sun to set. The young

boys were herding cattle back to their manyattas, and I guess it

just hit me. Why not capture a moment between a father and son?

I thought that night time was a great opportunity for man and boy

to talk and for the father to hand down knowledge of the stars to

his son.

http://africageo.com/4978
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